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Abstract. In this paper, using the gluing formula of Gromov^Witten invariants for symplectic
cutting developed by Li and Ruan, we established some relations between Gromov^Witten
invariants of a semipositive symplectic manifold M and its blow-ups along a smooth surface.
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1. Introduction

In 1995, Ruan and Tian [R1, RT1] ¢rst established the mathematical foundation of
the theory of quantum cohomology or Gromov^Witten invariants (GW-invariant)
for a semipositive symplectic manifold. Recently, the semipositivity condition
has been removed by many authors. Now the focus is on the calculations and
applications many Fano manifolds have been computed. We think it is important
to study the change in GW-invariants under surgery.

According to McDuff [M1], the blow up operation in symplectic gemoetry
amounts to the removal of an open symplectic ball followed by the collapse of some
boundary directions. Lerman [L] gave a generalization of blowup construction, `the
symplectic cut'.

LetM be a compact symplectic manifold of dimension 2n and ~M be the blowup of
M along a smooth surface. Denote by p: ~Mÿ!M the natural projection and by
CM

A �a1; . . . ; am� the genus zero GW-invariant. In this paper, we proved a formula
relating the GW-invariants of M and ~M. Our results is the following theorem:

THEOREM.Suppose thatM is a semipositive compact symplectic manifold and S is a
smooth surface in M. If A 2 H2�M�, ai 2 H��M�, 1W iWm, satisfy either degai > 2
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or degai W 2 and support away from S, then

CM
A �a1; . . . ; am� � C

~M
p!�A��p�a1; . . . ; p�am�;

where p!�A� � PDp�PD�A�.

2. General Review of Gluing Formula

The proof of our result is an application of the gluing formula for symplectic cutting
developed by Li and Ruan [LR]. Let �M�, �Mÿ be the symplectic cutting of M along
N �M. Here N is the common boundary of �M� with a S1-action and a generic
level set of a local periodic Hamiltonian function. The quotient Z � N=S1 is the
famous symplectic reduction, see [LR], pp. 9^10 for details. Li and Ruan de¢ned
log GW-invariants C� �M�;Z� of �M� relative to Z. For these, the following holds:

Let K� � �0; . . . ; 0; k1; . . . ; kn� with m�-many zeros be a set of nonnegative
integers. Denote by MA�� �M�;Z;K�� the spaces of pseudo-holomorphic maps
u� which represent the homology classes A� respectively, such that u� has marked
points �x1; . . . ; xm� ; xm��1; . . . ; xm��n� with the property that u� is tangent to Z
at xm��i with order ki and f �xj� 62 Z for 0W jWm� and

Pn
i�1 ki � Z��A��, where

Z� is the Poincarë dual to Z.
Given u� 2 MA�� �M�;Z;K��, we consider the linearization of �@-operator

Du� � D@J �u��:C1��u���TM��ÿ!O0;1��u���TM��:
If we choose a proper weighted Sobolev norm, we can de¢ne the Fredholm index
IndDu� , see section 3.4 of [LR] for details. We also can glue u� and uÿ to obtain
a pseudo-holomorphic maps u in M. Suppose that �u� � A. Then

PROPOSITION 2.1 ([LR], Theorem 3.23).

IndDu� � IndDuÿ � 2�nÿ 1�n� 2C1�A� � 2nÿ 6� 2m;

where C1 is the ¢rst Chern class of M and m � m� �mÿ.

Suppose that the homology classes of u�, uÿ, u are A�, Aÿ, A respectively. If
�u�; uÿ� is another representative and glued to u0, by Lemma 2.11 of [LR], we have
�u0� � �u�. Denote by C � fA�;K�;Aÿ;Kÿg the gluing component. The gluing for-
mula of Li and Ruan counted the contribution of the gluing components to the
GW-invariant of M. Denote by CC the contribution of C.

Choose a homology basis fbbg of H��Z;R�. Let �dab� be its intersection matrix.
There is a map p:Mÿ! �M� [Z �Mÿ; where �M� [Z �Mÿ is the union of �M�

along Z. For the gluing component C � fA�;K�;Aÿ;Kÿg, where K� �
�0: . . . ; 0; k1; . . . ; kn� with m�-many zeros, we have

PROPOSITION 2.2 ([LR], Theorem 5.8). Let a�i be differential forms with
dega�i � degaÿi even. Suppose that a�i jZ � aÿi jZ and, hence, a�i [Z aÿi 2
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H�� �M� [Z �Mÿ;R�. Let ai � p��a�i [Z aÿi �. We have the following gluing formula:

CC�a1; . . . ; am� � jK j
X
I;J

C�
�M�;Z�
�A�;K���a�; bI �dI;JC�

�Mÿ;Z�
�Aÿ;Kÿ��aÿ; bJ�;

where we associate bid
i;jbj to every intersection with Z and put jK j � k1 . . . kn,

dI;J � di1;j1 . . . din;jn , and denote by C�
�M�;Z�
�A�;K���a�; bI � the product of log invariants cor-

responding to each component.

PROPOSITION 2.3 ([LR], Remark 5.5). For C � fA�; �0; . . . ; 0�g, we have

CC�a�i � � C�
�M�;Z�
�A�;�0;...;0��a�i �:

3. Proof of Theorem

In this section, we will consider the changes of the GW-invariants of a semipositive
symplectic manifold under the blowup along a smooth surface and prove our result.

Proof of Theorem.We ¢rst perform the symplectic cutting as in [H] and [LR]. Since
S is a smooth surface in M, the normal bundle NS is a symplectic vector bundle and
has a compatible complex structure. Therefore, we may consider it as a bundle with
¢ber �Cnÿ1;ÿ �������ÿ1p P

dzi ^ d �zi�. Furthermore, we may consider NS over S with
the symplectic form

oS � ojS � �ÿ
�������
ÿ1
p X

dzi ^ d �zi�;
where ojS is the restriction of the symplectic form o to S, and z � �z1; . . . ; znÿ1� are
the coordinates in the ¢ber. The Hamiltonian action is H�x; z� � jzj2 ÿ e and the
S1-action is given by eiy�x; z� � �x; eiyz�:

Consider the symplectic vector bundle NS �O with the symplectic form
oS � �ÿ

�������ÿ1p
dw ^ d �w� and the momentum map m�x; z;w� � H�x; z� � jwj2 arising

from the action of S1 on NS �O. As in [H] and [LR], the manifold M�:�
f�x; z�jH�x; z� < 0g embeds as an open dense submanifold into the reduced space

M
�
S :� f�x; z;w�jjzj2 � jwj2 � eg=S1

and the difference M�S ÿM�S is symplectomorphic to the reduced space Hÿ1�0�=S1.
A similar procedure de¢nes

MÿS :� f�x; z;w�jjzj2 ÿ jwj2 � eg=S1:

It is easy to see that the symplectic manifoldHÿ1�0�=S1 is embedded on bothM�S and
M
ÿ
S as a codimension 2 symplectic submanifold, but with opposite normal bundles.

So the symplectic gluing ofM�S andMÿS along the reduced spaceHÿ1�0�=S1 recovers
the neighborhood N d�S�, i.e. the normal bundle.
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We de¢neM�:�M
�
S andM

ÿ
:� �M ÿN d�S��

S
M
ÿ
S . From the above description,

we know that the symplectic gluing ofM� andM
ÿ recovers the original manifoldM.

Lerman [L] called the operation that produces M� and Mÿ symplectic cutting.
According to [H, L, LR], we have

M
� � P�NS �O�; M

ÿ � ~M:

Because of the assumption of ai, 1W iWm, we may assume that a�i � 0 if we choose
a suf¢ciently small d > 0.

We ¢rst consider the contribution of each component to the GW-invariants.
Therefore, we consider the component C � fA�;K�;Aÿ;Kÿg, where K� �
�0; . . . ; 0; k1; . . . ; kn� with m�-many zeros. From Proposition 2.1, we have

IndDu� � IndDuÿ � 2�nÿ 1�n� 2C1�A� � 2nÿ 6� 2m;

where m � m� �mÿ.
According to our convention, u�:

P� ÿ! �M� may have many connected com-
ponents u�i :

P�
i ÿ! �M�, i � 1; 2; . . . ; l�. Therefore, we have

IndDu� �
Xl�
i�1

IndDu�i

� 2
Xl�
i�1

C1�u�i � � �2nÿ 6�l� � 2nÿ 2
X

ki � 2m�;

�3:1�

where C1 is the ¢rst Chern class of M�.
Now we want to calculate C1�u�i �. For this purpose, we ¢rst recall the ¢rst Chern

class of projective bundle.
Let V be a complex rank r vector bundle over X and p1:P�V � ÿ!X be the cor-

responding projective bundle. Let xV be the ¢rst Chern class of the tautological line
bundle in P�V �. A simple calculation shows that

C1�P�V �� � p�1C1�X � � p�1C1�V � ÿ rxV : �3:2�
Note that M� � P�NS �O�. Applying �3:2� to M

�, we obtain

C1�M�� � p�1C1�S� � p�1C1�NS� ÿ �nÿ 1�x; �3:3�
where x is the ¢rst Chern class of the tautological line bundles in P�NS �O�.

We know that �M� is a projective bundle over S with ¢ber Pnÿ2. Denote by
�u�i �S � p1��u�i � the homology class of the projection to S of the curve u�i . From
�3:3�, we have the projection formula

p�1C1�M� � �u�i � � C1� �M�� � �u�i �S:
From the fact that x is Poincarë dual to minus the section at in¢nity, it follows that
x � �u�i � �

P
j kj , where the summation runs over the ends of u�i . Because of the
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positivity of M, by �3:3� we have

Xl�
i�1

C1�u�i �X �nÿ 1�
X

ki; �3:4�

where the summation runs over ends of the component u�. Furthermore, we have

IndDu� X �2nÿ 6�l� � 2nÿ 2
X

ki � 2�nÿ 1�
X

ki � 2m�

� �2nÿ 6�l� � 2n� 2�nÿ 2�
X

ki � 2m�:

Therefore, we have

IndDuÿ W 2C1�A� � �2nÿ 6��1ÿ l�� � 2�nÿ 2��nÿ
X

ki� � 2m�:

From the assumption of ai, 1W iWm, we may assume all ai support away from the
neighborhood N d�S� of the blowup surface S. So we have a�i � 0, 1W iWm.
Therefore, if m� > 0, we have for any bb 2 H��Z�, C�M

�
;Z�

�A�;K���a�i ; bb� � 0: This implies
CC � 0 except mÿ � m. Now we assume that mÿ � m, i.e. m� � 0. On the other
hand, ifX

degai 6� 2C1�A� � 2nÿ 6� 2m;

where C1 denotes the ¢rst Chern class of M, by the de¢nition of the GW-invariants,
we have

CM
A �a1; . . . ; am� � C

~M
p!�A��p�a1; . . . ; p�am� � 0:

We have proved the assertion of the theorem. Therefore, we also assume thatX
degai � 2C1�A� � 2nÿ 6� 2m:

Then we haveX
degai X 2C1�A� � �2nÿ 6��1ÿ l�� � 2�nÿ 2��nÿ

X
ki� � 2mÿ;

since l�X 0, nW
P

ki. Therefore, by the de¢nition of log GW-invariants, we have
for any bb 2 H��Z�, C�M

ÿ
;Z�

�Aÿ;Kÿ��a�i ; bb� � 0 where Kÿ � �0; . . . ; 0; k1; . . . ; kn� with
m-many zeros. Therefore, CC � 0 except C � fAÿ; �0; . . . ; 0�g.

Now it remains to prove

C
~M
p!�A��p�a1; . . . ; p�am� � C�M

ÿ
;Z�

�Aÿ;�0;...;0���aÿ1 ; . . . ; aÿm�:
To prove this, we perform the symplectic cutting for ~M around the divisor E as in the
¢rst part of the proof. Since the normal bundle NE of E in ~M is a symplectic line
bundle. Therefore, we have

~M
�
� P�NE �O�; ~M

ÿ
� ~M:
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Now we also use the gluing theorem to prove that the contribution of stable
J-holomorphic curves in ~M which touch the exceptional divisor E to the
GW-invariant of ~M is zero. We consider the component

C � fp!�A��;K�; p!�A�ÿ;Kÿg:
where K� � �0; . . . ; 0; k1; . . . ; kn� with m�-many zeros.

Since a�i � 0, 1W iWm, we have CC � 0 except K� � �k1; . . . ; kn� and Kÿ �
�0; . . . ; 0; k1; . . . ; kn� with m-many zeros.

Now we only consider the following components:

C � fp!�A��; �k1; . . . ; kn�; p!�A�ÿ; �0; . . . ; 0; k1; . . . ; kn�g:
From Proposition 2:1, we have

IndDu� � IndDuÿ � 2�nÿ 1�n� 2C1�A� � 2nÿ 6� 2m;

where C1 denotes the ¢rst Chern class of M.
We assume that u�:S� ÿ!M� has l� connected components u�i :S�i ÿ!M�,

i � 1; . . . ; l�. Then we have

IndDu� �
Xl�
i�1

IndDu�i

� �2nÿ 6�l� � 2
Xl�
i�1

C1�u�i � � 2nÿ 2
X

ki ;

�3:5�

where C1 is the ¢rst Chern class of ~M
�
.

Note that ~M
� � P�NE �O� and E � P�NS�. Applying �3:2� to ~M

�
and E, we

obtain

C1� ~M
�
� � C1�E� � C1�NE� ÿ 2x
� C1�S� � C1�NS� ÿ �nÿ 2�x1 � C1�NE� ÿ 2x;

where x1 and x are the ¢rst Chern classes of the tautological line bundles in P�NS� and
P�NE �O� respectively. Here we denote the Chern class and its pullback by the same
symbol. It is well known that the normal bundle toE in ~M is just the tautological line
bundle on E � P�NS�. Therefore, C1�NE� � x1. So we have

C1� ~M
�� � C1�M� ÿ �nÿ 3�x1 ÿ 2x:

A similar calculation to �3:4� shows

Xl�
i�1

C1�u�i �X 2�nÿ 2�
X

ki:
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Therefore, we have

IndDu� X �2nÿ 6�l� � 2n� 2�2nÿ 5�
X

ki;

IndDuÿ W 2C1�A� � �2nÿ 6��1ÿ l���
� 2�nÿ 2��nÿ

X
ki� ÿ 2�nÿ 3�

X
ki � 2m:

For the same reasons as in the ¢rst part of our proof, we may also assumeX
deg�p�ai� � 2C1�A� � 2nÿ 6� 2m:

Then X
deg�p�ai� � 2C1�A� � 2nÿ 6� 2m

> 2C1�A� � �2nÿ 6��1ÿ l���
� 2�nÿ 2� nÿ

X
ki

� �
ÿ 2�nÿ 3�

X
ki � 2m

X IndDuÿ ;

since n > 0, ki > 0. Therefore, by the de¢nition of log GW-invariants, we have for
any bb 2 H��Z�

C�
~M
ÿ
;Z�

�p!�A�ÿ;Kÿ���p�ai�ÿ; bb� � 0;

where Kÿ � �0; . . . ; 0; k1; . . . ; kn� with m-many zeros. Therefore, the contribution of
J-holomorphic curves to the GW-invariant is nonzero only if it does not touch the
exceptional divisor E, i.e. C � fp!�A�ÿ; �0; . . . ; 0�g. So, from Proposition 2:3, we have

C
~M
p!�A��p�a1; . . . ; p�am� � C�

~M
ÿ
;Z�

�p!�A�ÿ;Kÿ���p�a1�ÿ; . . . ; �p�am�ÿ�;
where Kÿ � �0; . . . ; 0� with m-many zeros. However, ~M

ÿ � ~M �Mÿ. Hence, the
theorem follows.

EXAMPLES. Here are three ways of producing semipositive symplectic manifolds.

(1) If KM � 0 (the Calabi^Yau case), then �M;o� is a semipositive for any symplectic
form o.

(2) If M is a complex projective manifold with j ÿ KM j ample (a `Fano variety'), then
we can take o � ÿKM to produce a semipositive �M;o�.

(3) If nW 3, M is automatically semipositive.
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